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Greetings!

We have been speaking, over the last few sessions, of the effect of the 
energies of 2017 on the various organs in the body.   Today, let us speak of 
their effect on the overall cellular structure.  We shall be speaking in both 
scientific and spiritual terms, in their perfect merger.

You will recall that we had said that the energies are entering the body in the 
space between the cells, which accounts for more than 70% of your bodily 
structure.  Yes, less than 30% is actual cellular matter.  And the energies are 
vibrating the cells outside-in, first affecting the periphery of the cell.  This 
helps the cells release old, stored debris; and make space for newer, higher 
frequencies. 

This is causing rapid changes in the mental, physical and emotional bodies.   



A chain reaction is set off: as one begins to change and upgrade, it urges 
the others to do the same.   This chain reaction creates millions of sacred 
geometrical symbols, in the form of the infinity sign, which increase rapidly 
and inter-link the physical, mental and emotional bodies.

These symbols are working on the cells, helping them release unwanted 
debris, and stimulation the nuclei of the cells to release new physical and 
energetic enzymes.

The physical enzymes naturally work to upgrade the cells; whereas the 
energetic enzymes are affecting the texture, vibration, flavour and even the 
odor of the auric field.  

Yes, there is an actual odor to your auric field, which you cannot smell; 
whereas animals can.  This is not to be confused with natural body odor; we 
are speaking of a particular odor emitted by the auric field. 

For example, there is an actual odor you emit when you are in fear.  Though 
you cannot smell it, animals can; and therefore they know if you are fearful 
of them. Similarly, all strong emotions, be they ‘positive’ or ‘negative’,  have a 
distinct smell, and instantly affect the auric field, causing it to release a 
distinctive odor. 

So if you are in abject terror, that odor will be the predominant one you 
release; but in general, you release a combination of at least 5 odors from 
the auric field, at any given moment in time. 

As you sit here in this room, listening to this discourse, you could, for 
example, be emitting an odor of worry about something that has happened 
just before you came here, along with the odors of interest or boredom, 
peace, gratitude and so on. 

The new energetic symbols offer you the opportunity to upgrade these 
odors.  They are not going to eliminate odors of fear or joy; but they are 
going to help you refine them, so that they are both of a higher frequency. 

Though you still cannot ‘smell’ them physically, they are now going to affect 
your higher sense of smell.  We urge you to tune into this, so that you can 



now easily pick up on these pheromones. 

Very practically, if you are at a party and someone compliments you, ‘smell 
them out’ and pick up if they are coming from a space of joy or envy.  In a 
business scenario, if a colleague offers you an attractive package deal; 
‘smell him out’ and decide whether or not it is as genuine and lucrative as it 
sounds. 

Start to consciously activate your higher sense of smell.  Do not try to 
physically smell it, but use your breathing apparatus to actually inhale his or 
her auric odor.  Have fun with this.

This does not necessarily have to be done face-to-face; you can do so 
long-distance as well.  Auric pheromones are not bound by time, space or 
dimension.   Intent is sufficient to help you receive this.

You can even do this with your loved ones in the spirit realm and your 
Beloved Masters.   If you are wondering how much a Master has evolved, or 
whether a person in spirit is still in conflict, tune in this way and you will get 
your answer.

On a physical level, you will find yourselves getting hyper-sensitive to all 
odors and aromas: both pleasant and unpleasant ones.  Some will strongly 
attract you and others will repulse you.   You can’t always ‘run away’ from a 
person or a space that creates either response, but you can tune in and find 
out what that odor or aroma is bringing up in the self.

Why has the word ‘odor’ been repeatedly used, instead of ‘fragrance’?

Yes: odors, fragrances and aromas are all a part of this discussion; but an 
odor is generally stronger and will be energetically received by you more 
quickly and accurately.  We are simply helping you tune in where it is easier 
to start, but certainly go further and do the same with fragrances and 
aromas. 

Can we use auric odor to detect diseases and ailments?  Also, when passing 
a garbage dump, different people react to the smell to differing degrees.  Why 



is this so?

Yes, the odor of garbage is not pleasing to anyone; but if it specifically 
bothers you, tune in and find out why.  Perhaps you have a lot of stored-up 
emotional garbage that you refuse to deal with.

And you are correct: all diseases have specific auric odors.  As healers and 
Lightworkers, it would be extremely useful to learn to identify these.   
Cancer of all forms has a particular odor.  Diabetes, no matter the level, also 
has another, unique auric odor.  And so on.   But you also have to learn to 
differentiate between the physical odor of a cancerous wound and the auric 
odor of cancer itself. 

(Addressing J., a professional nurse and the owner of an acupressure spa)  
Very useful in your field, dear friend.  You could now train your practitioners 
to learn to identify ailments in the body while they are working on clients. 

Let us now move further.  The new enzymes are now also stimulating the 
cells and urging them to activate dormant energetic strands in your 
beingness. 

Let us first refresh your memory before we proceed further. Each one of you 
is a collection of billions of energetic strands; ones with which you have 
interacted in all your simultaneous and concurrent lifetimes.  So if, in a 
particular lifetime, you have been an Egyptian and have worshipped Ra, the 
Sun God; you would have a few of those strands in your current structure.  
This consciousness may never have heard of Ra; but nonetheless, those 
strands would be dormant in your structure. 

Now, you carefully choose to activate only those strands which are 
appropriate for a particular lifetime.  You have to; if you activated them all, 
you would vibrate at such a high level that you would physically 
disintegrate. 

Now let us say that you come to a meeting like this one, and for the very 
first time you ‘hear’ of, perhaps, a Universal group called the Ashtaar 
Command.   With this newfound knowledge, your dormant Ashtaar strands 



are instantly activated.   If those strands were not a part of you, you just 
wouldn’t be at that particular meeting. 

(Smiling)  Having just made this statement, let us proceed to disprove it.  
The new energetic enzymes are going to stimulate strands that you 
probably wouldn’t have activated in this lifetime.   This is going to give you 
access to Masters and Entities with whom you have never before interacted 
in any lifetime.  

So some of you are going to forge connections with such Masters or even 
with abstract energies that are totally unfamiliar to you:  open to this flow.   
Don’t resist it, as it is now a vital part of your growth and evolutionary 
process.  

The easiest way to open to this new flow is either through meditation or 
through the daydream state.  Just sit back and welcome new energies and 
new entities, with no fear or resistance.   We say this because your 
conscious mind tends to view anything unfamiliar with suspicion; but this is 
not the case.  

Any questions?

What is stardust?  How can we use it?

This is a term that has been used, for centuries, in myth and legend.  It is 
simply Universal energy of extremely high frequency; energy that is so 
potent that it cannot be contained, it can only be experienced for fleeting 
moments.  Stardust floats through the Universe, activating all that it 
interacts with.  You cannot command stardust to visit you or foresee where 
it is going to be.  It moves of its own volition, activating that which it senses 
needs its energies. 

It could pass through this very room and through all of you; yet only some 
people will experience its activation.   You have to have energetic receptors 
of the appropriate calibration to be able to receive its magnificence.

The only way you can know that you have been activated by stardust is 
when you suddenly, for no apparent reason, experience an internal rush; one 



of vibration, happiness and energetic expansion.   And this could happen 
only once in a lifetime, or several times over.  

Speaking of stardust, was Walt Disney a Master?

Most certainly! As was Enid Blyton: both Masters of children’s frequencies.   
They understood, recognized and accepted the child within the self; and 
carried out a common world mission, which was to stimulate and uplift the 
child.  They have both served to energetically heal more children than any 
doctor in existence.

Please do not confuse this with their individual issues and individual 
learning: both had major earthly issues and neither was considered ‘a nice 
person’ by others.  Yet both carried out their world mission to perfection. 

How do orbs differ from stardust?

Stardust has just been described.  Orbs, which are often captured in 
photographs, are energetic wormholes or portals, linking different 
dimensions.  If you repeatedly see them, it is an indication that you are 
ready to visit different dimensions and aspects of the self and of the 
Universe. 

(Long Pause)

You may wonder why he (Sohrab) keeps pausing in between the discourse.  
He is being trained to work in a slightly different manner today.  No singular 
energy or entity is speaking.   He has to learn to contain one after another, 
as we choose to move through him; and he has to learn to do so 
seamlessly.  (Smiling) He is having trouble doing so.  Give him time.

Now, let us speak of the effect of the physical enzymes on the physical body.  
These are slowly beginning to spread throughout your structure, creating a 
dialogue between different body parts.   This works tremendously to your 
benefit.

Let us say that a certain organ is going into disrepair or disease.   This 
information will be conveyed to all other body parts, which will then begin to 



release both energetic frequencies and physical substances that will aid in 
the healing and balancing of the organ in distress.   Yes, the body has 
always done this; but now it will do so at a tremendously accelerated rate. 

This is why we urge you to tune into the body, preferably on a daily basis, 
and find out if ‘all is well’.   If an area or an organ appears to be ‘about to go 
into discomfort’, discover the issue trapped there and work on it.   The 
enzymes in the body will do the rest.  This way, you can cure a disease 
before it takes hold in the physical.   

Yes, you are now ready to learn to prevent imbalances from taking place in 
the body, so that you remain healthy for the rest of your lives.   Your 
thoughts and intent will work in perfect harmony with the enzymes to keep 
you in perfect form.  The brain is the master-control center for the enzyme 
flow.  Being responsible with your thoughts is therefore essential for the 
wellbeing of the body. 

What of those with mental imbalances?

The higher-brain then takes over, and regulates the body for them.   But if 
they resist even at this level, then their bodies will go out of sync very 
quickly. 

These enzymes are also powerful transmitters of emotions.  So if you allow 
yourself to wallow for a long time in sadness or depression, these emotions 
will then flow throughout the body, adversely affecting every body part.   
Naturally, joy and happiness will spread the same way.

Emotional ‘ups and downs’ are a natural and normal part of human life; but 
if you allow yourself to get over-indulgent and wallow excessively in any 
discomfiting emotion, you will cause physical damage to the physical 
structure at a rapid rate. 

This damage could include minor issues like unnecessary trips and falls, 
sprained ankles, intestinal upsets, skin eruptions, back spasms, headaches 
and the like.  If your emotions continue to remain unchecked, major 
diseases could also be created. 



Will affirmations like “I am the healer; I am the healed” work?

Yes, they will help you; but you have to add your endeavor and energies to 
the process.   You have to choose to change; you cannot remain in anger or 
irritability for an extended period of time and then expect affirmations to 
work.

A general rule of thumb: if you find yourself in an unpleasant emotional 
state, choose to change it within a day and a half.  Find some way to help 
yourself and shift it.

If the enzymes are affecting our physical, mental and emotional bodies, can’t 
the astral body help in correcting the imbalance?

Your astral body attempts to regulate and balance you at all times; but in 
this era of self-empowerment, and with the heightened level of free-will now 
available to the human race, the choice has to be made by you at a 
conscious level.   Take responsibility for yourselves.

Dear friends, you still have no idea how powerful you now are.  You must 
learn to exercise this power.  You truly can cure yourselves of all diseases, 
and also keep the body healthy in the future. 

Now let us speak of the effect of these enzymes on the mental body.   They 
are naturally stimulating the brain, pituitary and pineal glands; and this 
process will give you the opportunity to truly expand your thoughts. 

This covers a very wide area: with expansive thoughts, you will think 
differently about people, situations and events in your lives.  Your 
perspectives will widen and change.  It also gives you the opportunity to 
stimulate the creative flow through your thought processes.  You will be 
able to think ‘out of the box’ and approach life differently. 

You know that you use a very small percentage of the brain. Do you know 
what it is?

I have heard that it is 8%.



In general, you use between 6% and 9% of your brain capacity.   These 
enzymes are attempting to stimulate the brain, so that you can use it upto 
15%.   Let us assure you that 15% is a very large leap forward.   Remember, 
it has taken the human race millennia to achieve 9%; you are now 
attempting to almost double this percentage within the next 5 years.

I hear that the new children are now using upto 11% of their brain capacity.

Yes, some are.  They are the forerunners of the new system; they will lead 
the way forward.   

What of past geniuses like Einstein?

Let us include a few others in this category, like Stephen Hawking and 
Michelangelo.  These people had the ability to ‘energetically spike their 
brains’ at will, and reach unusual heights.

What exactly does this mean?

When you are ‘in flow’, your brain automatically spikes, reaching new heights 
and extending itself into unchartered inner and outer territory.   This 
happens, for example, to great artist and performers at times; Mediums do 
the same thing when they are channeling.   So the brain-spike percentage 
temporarily increases, after which it returns to ‘normal’. 

Mavericks like the Einstein had the ability to spike even beyond 15%, at will.   
But there is also a danger here: some spike to a level beyond their capacity.  
This is why geniuses sometimes ‘go mad’.  They can accidentally go to a 
point of no-return.   If the download of information is too sudden and too 
intense for the brain to contain, it can inadvertently short-circuit. 

Why do we have a brain of such great capacity, if we only use such a small 
percentage of it?

The rest of it is unconscious energy that is your DIVINITY.  It is your higher 



soul.  So every time we urge you to touch your higher soul, or experience 
your light body, you are actually going inward, into further and further 
unexplored areas of the brain. 

A vast Universal collective spoke today.  Many, many entities moved though 
him.   We have no recognizable ‘names’ to offer you.  Let us just say…

BLESSINGS FROM THE UNIVERSE.

                                ********************************


